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Lt. Cmdr. John C. Waldron Memorial Bridge
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So how does scour work? When a bridge is built spanning a river the substructure will cause a change in the flow pattern of the water
moving around it compared to the flow pattern passing under the bridge. The change in flow pattern creates a disturbance in flow of
water that is trying to get downstream. The disturbance of flow is known as horseshoe vortex that swirls to the bed of the river which
suspends the soil particles in the river moving them downstream and away from the foundation. 

Bridge scour is simply described as erosion of sediment around the bridge foundation like piers and abutments due to current of the
water flowing past the foundation. The flow of water moving around the bridge moves the sediment around the foundation leaving
holes or pockets exposing the substructure that supports the bridge. The effects of scouring depend on various factors like depth of
flow, flow angles, water velocity around the substructure, shape of piers/foundation, and properties of the soil.
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We are just a click away! 
 Follow us on social media.

The risk of scour can never be eliminated but the risk can be greatly reduced by proper
engineering and construction practices. The use of drilled shafts provides a foundation
solution which can minimize the obstruction to flow and decrease the potential for scour. The
new bridge will consist of six intermediate bents containing two 9.5 feet diameter drilled
shafts with a pier column placed on each shaft. 

In 2011 Pierre and Fort Pierre experienced massive flooding event that changed the
characteristics of the Missouri river. The high flows and volume of water experienced during
the summer months of 2011 had a noticeable impact on the overall riverbed generally
causing it to lower. This caused localized scour to the substructure units during this time.
Several of the footings were exposed with a couple being exposed to the supporting piling.
Depths of scour were monitored on a weekly basis during the peak of the flooding and the
structure was never found to be in any danger. The following summer a full underwater
inspection was completed to assure there were no hidden issues. 
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Substructure construction and approach work is currently in progress. The new bridge is anticipated to be open

for traffic Summer 2023 and total project completion anticipated for Summer 2024. Two drilled shafts and two

columns have been completed, with crosshole sonic log testing passing inspection. Capitals are anticipated to

be constructed in the coming weeks. Drilled shaft construction and substructure construction will continue into

Spring 2022. A new excavator drill is on-site to complete drill process and a fifth crane will be arriving shortly to

assist with additional construction progress. One lane will remain open for west bound traffic through Winter

2021/22.
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